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ABSTRACT
The prevalence of urolithiasis is still increasing worldwide. The goal of this study is to achieve a better understanding, from a
comparative spectroscopic perspective, of the differences provided by chemical and natural products to the inhibitory processes of
calculi formation. The research presented here places primary emphasis on the assessment of nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA), the
main chemical extract of the plant Larrea Tridentata, as a preventative to calcium oxalate crystal formation. It is also a logical
continuation of our previous efforts using a traditional medicine approach to study such prevention. Complementary Raman and Fourier
transformed infrared (FTIR) absorption analysis were used to provide a complete overview of morphological changes of calcium oxalate
crystals, which were grown without and with the addition of NDGA at different concentrations. A gel diffusion technique was employed
for sample preparation. Our results from both Raman and FTIR spectroscopies demonstrate that no structural transformation from a
monohydrate to dehydrate occurs upon crystallization with NDGA, as we previously reported for the use of the natural plant infusion.
Calculi synthesized with NDGA shows a distorted monohydrate morphology. Different effects inhibitory to calcium oxalate calculi
formation are observed and analyzed here using chemical and natural extracts. If magnesium is the key to this difference, this study
confirms its importance, not only in hundreds of metabolic pathways, but also in nephrological ones.
Keywords: urinary calculi; Raman spectroscopy; FTIR; structure-property relationship; nordihydroguaiaretic acid; natural products.

1. INTRODUCTION
Urolithiasis, more commonly known as kidney stone
disease, is a globally growing urological disorder, affecting
approximately 3-15% of the world’s population with nearly one in
every 11 individuals developing the disease [1,2]. Furthermore,
more than half of individuals diagnosed with urinary calculi will
see reoccurrence of the disease within 5-10 years [2]. Urinary
calculi consist of hard masses, with surfaces varying in
smoothness and irregularities, and are located primarily within the
kidney [3]. Although the exact mechanism behind urinary calculi
formation is not completely understood, several etiologic factors
have been successfully identified. Such factors include genetic
influence, super-saturated urine, epithelium alterations in the renal
papilla, and food habits combined with lifestyle [2,3]. The disease
is very likely to cause significant pain for the individual, leading
to a substantial negative impact on society, work environments,
and healthcare systems. Management of the disease in the
employed population within the United States was estimated to
cost $5 billion dollars in the year 2000 [4,5]. Urolithiasis has been
associated with high-risk diseases, including chronic kidney
disease [6], cardiovascular disease [7], hypertension [8], obesity
[8,9], diabetes [10], and end-stage renal failure [11,12]. Whilst no
causal connection has been discovered between urolithiasis and
the aforementioned diseases, treatment of one of the disorders may
prevent the occurrence of some of the others [2,13,14]

The composition of urinary calculi can be divided into in
two categories: the organic matrix and the mineral component.
The organic matrix consists primarily of amino acids,
carbohydrates, and lipids, while the mineral component assumes
various identities depending on the classification of the calculi [3].
Over 80% of urinary calculi contain calcium compounds, with
calcium oxalate and calcium phosphate being the primary
contributors [3]. The chemical components of the remaining 20%
are of either uric acid or struvite origin, with a small percentage
falling into several different classifications, such as those having
cystine and drug related origins [3] When the urine’s pH balance
becomes too acidic or too basic, this causes accumulation of
minerals that form kidney stones. Researchers suspect that high
protein diets might also cause stone formation since, during
digestion of proteins, acids are created. The body balances the
acidity with the available alkaline base: calcium (having its
reservoir in bones). This could result in deposition of calcium in
the kidneys and its accumulation could form kidney stones [1518]. Generous fluid (water) intake could prevent high
concentrations of stone precursors in the urine, and thus could
reduce the risk of kidney stone formation. In addition, water is the
active fluid for passing small stones through the ureter. Thus,
determining the exact composition of urinary calculi can lead to
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the identification of causation, which in some cases may be the are easily distinguishable in spectroscopic data, from variances in
only means of discovering the origin of the disorder [19] .
characteristic signatures (singlets for COD compared to doublets
Despite significant progress in modern medicine, especially for COM) and peak intensities in key frequency regions [28].
in developed countries, the prevalence and recurrence rate of Weddellite contains equivalent planar units of oxalate, whereas
urolithiasis is still increasing worldwide, with 50% more cases whewellite contains two types of oxalate unit: one planar and the
over the past 10 years; its occurrence in 2017 was more than twice other slightly twisted, with shorter C–C distances [28].
that of 1994 [1,2,5]. Furthermore, the high cost of clinically
The research presented here places particular emphasis on
available methods of urolithiasis diagnosis and treatment, as well understanding, from a comparative spectroscopic perspective (i.e.
as some of the side effects of currently administered drugs, have using Raman and infrared absorption spectroscopies), the potential
induced greater public utilization of traditional herbal medicine. In inhibitory effect of nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA) on the
this context it also worth mentioning that poorly informed use of formation of calcium oxalate crystals. NDGA, also known as
traditional medicine, such as consumption of various natural masoprocol, is a chemical extract of the Larrea Tridentata bush, a
medications, used mainly as dietary supplements, can also have plant that belongs to the Zygophyllacea family and is traditionally
detrimental side-effects [20-22]. Nevertheless, recent scientific employed in the El Paso region as a natural treatment for kidney
studies have confirmed positive effects from using traditional stones and bladder diseases [21,24,33-35]. While NDGA is
herbal medicine for inhibiting these urinary disorders [17,23-26].
present in the whole plant, its primary distribution is on the
Many different methods have been applied to urinary surfaces of the leaves, the flowers, and the green stems [21]. Our
calculi characterization, with spectroscopic techniques such as previously reported spectroscopic results on such inhibitory
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and Raman processes by Larrea Tridentata herbal infusion confirmed
spectroscopy still leading such analysis [24-29]. Despite the significant decreases in crystal sizes [24]. Also, morphological
advantages brought by these methods of investigation of urinary differences, from a monohydrate versus a dehydrate, for pure
calculi formation, difficulties with oxalate hydrate discrimination calcium oxalate versus crystals grown with the inhibitor,
still exist [27]. The two primary hydrates in calcium oxalates are respectively, were observed. Thus, the research reported here is a
calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM), whewellite, and calcium logical continuation of our previous efforts to fathom this complex
oxalate dihydrate (COD), known as weddellite [3,27]. process, which is far from being completely understood.
Discrimination between the two calcium oxalate hydrates is Particularly, we seek to confirm whether NDGA, a proven
important, as they may indicate different pathogenetic outcomes. antioxidant, is mainly responsible for this inhibitory process. This
Specifically, if only a single hydrate type is present, this is a work could also add important value to the future pharmaceutical
symptom of hyperoxaluria, whereas renal lithiasis may occur in applicability of NDGA to kidney stone treatments and drug
the presence of multiple hydrate types [30-32]. The two hydrates delivery.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials and sample preparation.
Although, a multitude of methods for growing calcium
oxalate crystals in the laboratory are available in the literature, for
the sake of comparison with our previously reported results [24],
the diffusion gel growth technique was used again for the current
means of sample preparation. The synthesis of the samples is
similar to the one used for growing calculi with and without the
Lareea Tridentata herbal extract [24], the modification being the
employment of different concentrations of NDGA, in this case. A
description of the sample preparation is as follows: calcium
chloride (CaCl2) and potassium oxalate (K2C2O4 H2O) purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) were used to prepare
two different 0.4M stock solutions by mixing 8.879g of CaCl2 and
14.739g of K2C2O4∙H2O, each in separate beakers, with 200ml of
milli-Q water (of 18 2 MΩ∙cm resistivity at room temperature)
under vigorous stirring in order to assure solution homogeneity.
To each stock solution, 22.848g of Knox gelatin (Kraft Foods
Global Inc, Tarrytown, NY) was added under vigorous stirring and
moderate heat to form a melted gelatin solution. The pH of these
gel solutions was adjusted to 5.5 by titration with small volumes
of concentrated HCl (10M).

The CaCl2 gel was then equally divided into eight glass
tubes, each containing 25ml and left to cool until the gelatin
congealed. Next, 0.3ml aqueous NDGA solutions, at
concentrations of 25µM, 50µM, 75µM, 100µM, 250µM, 500µM,
and 1mM were gently poured into a different one of these glass
tubes. To the eight glass tube, the control, was added 0.3ml of
milli-Q water. Then, 25ml of the 0.4M potassium oxalate gel
solution was poured on top, into each tube. The glass tubes were
covered tightly with paraffin film to allow the formation of
crystals through a diffusion process at the gel-liquid interface.
After a few weeks the resulting crystals were harvested and
analyzed. Prior to their characterization, the crystals were
sonicated for 10 minutes in milliQ water to remove the excess of
gelatin and impurities.
2.2. Experimental set-up and data acquisition.
The Raman and Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopic measurements were performed at room temperature,
under ambient conditions and in vacuum, respectively. For the
acquisition of Raman spectra, an alpha 300RAS WITec system
(WITec GmbH, Ulm, Germany) equipped with a frequencydoubled neodymium-doped yttrium–aluminum–garnet (Nd:YAG)
laser ( = 532nm) and a 20X air objective lens (Olympus, Japan)
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with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.4 was used. The laser power Appropriate background subtraction was applied to all spectra.
was kept at an output of a few mW. Local accumulations of 20 Also, the Raman spectra of CaC2O4∙(H2O)x crystals were
Raman spectra, with each spectrum acquired in 500 milliseconds, normalized to the strongest intensity of the characteristic doublet
for total acquisition times of 10 seconds and spectral resolutions of peak at 1465 cm-1. A Bruker IFS 66v FTIR spectrometer was
4 cm-1, were performed. For each sample, to compensate for the employed for IR transmission experiments with a resolution of 4
expected inhomogeneity and for better comprehension of potential cm-1 and in a frequency range of 400 to 4000 cm-1. Each IR
morphological changes with NDGA usage, Raman data were spectrum resulted from an accumulation of 256 scans. The KBr
collected in different spots and on different crystals; the averages pellet technique was used for such measurements.
of these Raman spectra are presented and further analyzed below.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Controlled nucleation is observed in Fig. 1a and b, where
representative images of the formation of crystals are presented.
Besides the presence of a white crystalline layer in Fig. 1a, which
demonstrates that the growth process occurs mainly at the
interface between the two media, additional formation of small
crystallites (some marked by black arrows in Fig. 1b) is also
observed.

inclusion of all regions of interest in the same figure. Also, for
easier visualization, vertical and horizontal translations were
applied to the Raman spectra of calcium oxalate crystals. At a
glance, the addition of NDGA does not make visible changes in
the Raman vibrational lines of the crystals grown with this
compound; only the characteristic vibrations of pure
CaC2O4∙(H2O)x are seen in all these spectra. Also, no NDGA
presence is depicted in the calcium oxalate Raman spectra, not
even for the strongest vibrational lines of this compound around
800 cm-1 A potential explanation for the absence of NDGA’s
Raman signatures could be the Raman sensitivity limit in detecting
low concentrations of analytes.

Figure 1. (a) and (b) Representative images of controlled nucleation and
formation of calcium oxalate crystals through a gel diffusion method. The
arrows mark the formation of crystallites in the gel medium.

Evidence of the inhibitory effect of NDGA on the average
crystal size is shown in Fig 2a-c. A reduction in average size from
1.2mm for pure CaC2O4∙(H2O)x crystals to a maximum of 0.5mm
for crystals grown with 1mM NDGA is observed. However, these
images reveal formation of agglomerates of crystallites, of
spherical shapes for pure CaC2O4∙(H2O)x and with an overall
“cauliflower-like” aspect for the irregularly aggregates grown with
NDGA. Thus, this assessment of crystal sizes is just a coarse
approximation.

Figure 3. (a) Raman spectra of crystals without and with different
amounts of NDGA inhibitor, as labeled, and (b) the Raman spectrum of
the NDGA alone.

Figure 2. (a) Standard crystals grown without the NDGA inhibitor. (b)
and (c) Evidence of the inhibitor’s effect on crystals’ sizes and their
tendency toward agglomeration for 500M and 1mM concentrations of
NDGA, respectively.

Selective Raman results for calcium oxalate crystals grown
without or with different amounts of NDGA (as labeled), as well
as the Raman spectrum of NDGA itself, which is shown for
comparison, are presented in Fig. 3 a and b, respectively. A break
between 2100 and 2500 cm-1 is applied to all spectra to allow

Even for the addition of 0.3 ml of 1mM, the highest
concentration of NDGA, to an overall 50ml of gel solution of
CaCl2 and K2C2O4∙H2O, the resulting NDGA concentration of
about 6µM is very low for standard Raman detection. The
existence of a strong peak doublet in the frequency range of 1450
– 1500 cm-1 in these spectra, which corresponds to symmetrical
COO- stretching modes, confirms a calcium oxalate monohydrate
(COM) morphology for all the analyzed crystals [27-29]. This
observation demonstrates a different chemical process currently
occurring than the one presented in our earlier work, where a
natural herbal infusion of Larrea Tridentata was used as the
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inhibitor. While, previously, a structural modification of crystals 4b Furthermore, it seems that a “saturation” limit of this ratio
from a COM for pure CaC2O4∙(H2O)x to a dihydrate (COD) occurs for an NGDA concentration of 1mM, suggesting that using
morphology for those grown with infusion was observed higher concentrations of NDGA would not make additional
experimentally, no such morphological change is evident now. A contributions to crystal morphological changes; NDGA would
closer inspection of these Raman spectra also reveals, for higher probably just remain in excess, agglomerating separately or
amounts of NDGA, decreases in the intensities of the bands coating the crystals.
around 500 and 600 cm-1, which are associated with the wagging
A direct confirmation that NDGA is the chemical extract
of CO2 units, and of the peak at 1630 cm-1, which corresponds to from the Larrea Tridentata plant is obtained through comparison
the symmetric COO- stretching mode.
of their IR transmission spectra (i.e., the spectrum of NDGA and
The Raman results in the frequency region of the most the spectrum of the Larrea Tridentata herbal infusion), which are
significant signature of COM structure, namely that of the peak presented in Fig. 5a. Obtaining comparable Raman data was not
doublet at 1465 and 1492 cm-1, is presented in Fig. 4a. Despite the achievable due to the high fluorescence of different organic
absence of a direct Raman detection of NDGA, these spectra compounds in the Larrea Tridentata herbal infusion. An overall
demonstrate that some morphological changes still happen with trend, with similar absorption bands similar in the two spectra, is
increasing concentration of the inhibitor. There is a visible seen in Fig. 5a, validating that, indeed, NDGA is the main
decrease in the intensity of the second peak at 1492 cm-1, which ingredient of Larrea Tridentata. To look for non-overlapping
corresponds to vibrational modes of twisted non-planar oxalate features in the IR spectra of standard CaC2O4∙(H2O)x crystals and
units [28], and it is marked with a solid arrow. Thus, with NDGA NDGA, in order to distinguish between the two compounds, we
addition, such non-planar oxalate units are fewer in the new also present these spectra in Fig. 5b. For consistency and easier
crystal configuration, resulting in this peak intensity decrease.
comparison, the same frequency range of 400 cm-1 to 3800 cm-1,
as in Fig. 5a, was used. This latter assessment will allow us to
target appropriate spectroscopic regions in further investigating
the influence of NDGA on crystals grown with the addition of
inhibitor. Stronger overlap of characteristic IR vibrations of these
compounds is seen in Fig. 5b in lower (wavenumbers < 1000 cm-1)
and higher (between 3000 and 3500 cm-1) frequency regions.
Consequently, the spectral region of 1000 – 2400 cm-1 was
selected for our further analysis, with the results presented in Fig.
6. Also, comparison of the CaC2O4∙(H2O)x infrared spectrum
presented in Fig. 5b with literature data reveals a monohydrate
structure [28,32,38] for the pure crystals, in agreement with the
above Raman results. Moreover, by choosing the 1000 – 2400 cm1
spectral region, an easier link to the Raman findings in Fig. 4a
could be established, for a complete, complementary vibrational
examination.

Figure 4. (a) Raman spectra in the frequency range of 1350 – 1600 cm-1
for crystals grown without, and with 25M, 50M, 75M, 100M,
250M, 500M, and 1mM NDGA inhibitor, as labeled. (b) Intensity ratio
of 1465 and 1492 cm-1 peaks as a function of the added NDGA
concentration.

While the effect is quite subtle at lower NDGA
concentrations, the near disappearance of this feature is observed
for the 1mM NDGA concentration. To better evaluate the
influence of inhibitor addition in distorting the COM structure of
the crystals, we present in Fig. 4b the intensity ratio of the
1465/1492 cm-1 peaks as a function of NDGA concentration. A
nonlinear increase of this value from 1.4 for standard
CaC2O4∙(H2O)x crystals, to 3.2 for crystals grown with the addition
of a 100µM concentration of NDGA, to a final value of about 7.0
for the addition of a 1mM NDGA concentration is revealed in Fig.

Figure 5. Infrared transmission spectra of: (a) NDGA and Larrea
Tridentata and (b) standard calcium oxalate crystals and NDGA.

As can be observed in Fig. 6, there is no signature
suggesting a structural change from monohydrate for crystals
grown with inhibitor; all these IR spectra largely resemble that of
pure CaC2O4∙(H2O)x crystals shown in Fig. 5b. Thus, the IR data
are in agreement with the Raman data of Fig. 4. In the context of a
monohydrate structure of calcium oxalate, as previously
mentioned, the most important vibrational signature in both
spectroscopic techniques is a doublet peak, with active modes at
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1465 and 1492 cm-1 in Raman and at 1316 and 1620 cm-1 in IR antisymmetric vibrational modes are expected to dominate, with
[27-29,36]. While NDGA has numerous absorption lines in this the symmetric modes more likely to be stronger in Raman
spectral region (see Fig. 5), in Fig. 6, only a single vibrational line measurements. Therefore, for crystals grown with NDGA, the
at 1618 cm-1 exhibits increasing absorption intensity with observed intensity decrease of the symmetric stretching vibration
increasing concentration of this compound. This observation, at 1630 cm-1 previously seen in Raman results, and the intensity
besides confirming the presence of NDGA, also clarifies a increase of the antisymmetric IR band at 1620 cm-1, both
question that might arise in the assessment of morphological demonstrate slight morphological changes in the structure of these
changes seen for crystals grown with this chemical extract, and crystals. In Raman results the vibrations associated with
that might result from IR and Raman data.
symmetric modes are going to be more affected, whereas those
corresponding to antisymmetric vibrations will be more affected in
the IR. Furthermore, since IR absorption is usually more sensitive
in detecting low concentrations of analytes than is the Raman
technique, the former is more likely to detect such a subtle NDGA
presence.
Comparison with our previous results when the natural
infusion from the plant was used and a change to a COD structure
of CaC2O4∙(H2O)x was observed, which is not the case with the
current results, suggests that a key element is magnesium, which is
known to be a constituent of the plant in general, and of
chlorophyll in particular. Moreover, magnesium is considered to
be the fourth most common element in the human body and the
second most abundant intracellular cation [37]. Consequently,
Figure 6. Infrared transmission spectra in the frequency range of 1000 –
-1
magnesium is essential in hundreds of metabolic pathways,
2400 cm of crystals grown with 25M, 50M, 75M, 100M, 250M,
including nephrological ones, and it is therefore important to
500M, and 1mM NDGA inhibitor.
consider the interaction between magnesium and kidney stone
The two IR bands at 1316 and 1620 cm-1, which are formation [38,39]. Magnesium has been previously described as a
associated with symmetric and antisymmetric stretching modes of calcium oxalate kidney stone inhibitor [39-41]. However, some
CO2 units, respectively. While they have similar intensities in the clinical trials reported conflicting results in using magnesium for
IR spectrum of standard CaC2O4∙(H2O)x crystals (see Fig. 5b), antilithiasis therapy, despite its functionality as an inhibitor [42with the addition of more than 75µM NGDA, a slight increase is 44]. Magnesium inhibits calcium oxalate stone formation by
observed in the intensity of the 1620 cm-1 feature. However, not competitively binding to oxalate, which prevents further calcium
only is this band associated with an antisymmetric calcium oxalate binding from taking place [39,40,45]. Magnesium oxalate
IR mode, but also with the NDGA vibration at 1618 cm-1; the formation thus occurs as a result Due to magnesium oxalate’s
latter definitely contributing to this feature’s intensity increase
solubility in water, which is stronger than that of calcium oxalate
Also, because an IR absorption process is a one-photon direct (0.07g/100mL for magnesium oxalate versus 0.0007g/100mL for
process, and a Raman process is a two-photon scattering process calcium oxalate), magnesium oxalate does not cause stone
involving electron-phonon interaction, the underlying principles formation under physiological conditions [45]. Therefore,
contributing to the intensities of the expected symmetric and magnesium contributes to destabilizing calcium oxalate formation
antisymmetric vibrational lines are quite different in these two and also works synergistically with citrate in kidney stone
techniques. Usually, in IR absorption measurements, inhibition [39,41,45].

4. CONCLUSIONS
The incidence rate and the recurrence rate of urolithiasis
are still increasing worldwide. In the consideration of this, the
present study consists of a comparative spectroscopic analysis of
synthetically grown calcium oxalate calculi without and with
addition of NDGA, which is a chemical extract of the Larrea
Tridentata plant and is traditionally employed in the El Paso
region as a natural treatment for kidney stones and bladder
diseases. The research presented here is also a logical continuation
of our previous efforts, where, by using traditional medicine (i.e.,
a natural infusion from Larrea Tridentata as a potential inhibitor),
decreases in the average size of such crystals and changes in their
structure from a monohydrate for pure crystals to a dihydrate for
crystals grown with different amounts of inhibitor, were observed
[25]. This research is a proactive analysis for trying to understand
the difference between using a natural approach and using a

chemical process for the calculi inhibition. The current study not
only shows, through an infrared absorption investigation, that
NDGA is, indeed, the main chemical extract from Larrea
Tridentata, but also that a different inhibitory process is occurring
when this chemical compound is used. The results obtained from
both Raman and infrared absorption spectroscopic techniques
reveal that NDGA is not responsible for the previously observed
change in the structure of calcium oxalate crystals. The presence
of NDGA slightly affects their morphology, which still resembles
that of the monohydrate structure of standard CaC2O4∙(H2O)x
crystals. While a direct detection of NDGA in the crystallized
calculi is not possible through Raman measurements due to the
sensitivity limits of the technique, the presence of this compound
is observed in the infrared absorption data, contributing to an
increase in intensity of the antisymmetric IR band at 1620 cm-1.
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The decrease in the intensity of the Raman peak at 1492 cm-1 with magnesium, demonstrates a different inhibitory process. If
increasing NDGA concentration suggests modification in the magnesium is liable for the previously seen structural change from
strength and length of the out-of-plane bonds of the twisted COM to COD for crystals grown with natural extract addition,
oxalate units of the COM morphology. Since this decrease NDGA inhibitory effects only involve a distortion of the COM
exhibits a “saturation” limit at a 1mM concentration of NDGA, a morphology. Keeping in mind that traditional herbal medicine is
higher NDGA concentration is unlikely to induce other important more affordable for prevention purposes, together with the fact
morphological changes; NDGA will just remain in excess and coat that a larger amount of plant material is necessary in order to have
the surface of the crystals. Also, other Raman vibrations a toxicological effect equivalent to that of a smaller amount of the
associated with symmetric modes, such as those around 500, 600, chemical extract, this study confirms the value of the former
and 1630 cm-1, again show decreases in their intensities.
approach. On the other hand, a deep understanding based on
In conclusion, while the main cause of inhibition using the scientific knowledge is also of importance if we are seeking better
natural infusion of Larrea Tridentata may well be the bonding of clarification of the complicated mechanisms of the physiochemical
Mg2+ from the plant with oxalate ions from the crystal surface, the processes that inhibit the formation of kidney stones
use of the NDGA chemical extract, which does not contain
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